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 Myeloid malignancies are clonal disorders of the progenitor cells or 
hematopoietic stem cells, which are comprised of chronic phases including 
myeloproliferative neoplasms, myelodysplastic disorders, chronic 
myelomonocytic leukemia, and acute stages, i.e., acute myeloid leukemia.

 Chronic phases of myeloid neoplasms all carry a risk of disease evolution or 
‘transformation’ to acute myeloid leukemia of on variety or another – there 
are many subtypes of acute myeloid leukemia

 There are many carcinogenic exposures related to development of myeloid 
disease and many genetic mutations associated with disease

 An individual may even develop a myeloid malignancy due to genetics, post 
cytotoxic therapy, exposure to petrochemicals like benzene or radiation

Introduction to Myeloid Neoplasms
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 Myeloproliferative (MPN) and Myelodysplastic (MDS) Conditions are exceedingly rare 
in children but fairly common in older adults

 The drivers/causes for MPN and MDS and the genetic makeup are different in 
children than in adults and probably different diseases

 CMML and JMML (myelomonocytic leukemias) are also probably different types of 
MML diseases – juvenile and chronic in elderly

 CMML is not CML – be careful delineating the differences
 AML occurs most frequently in adults over age 60
 AML is much less common in children - as young as a few days old
 Pediatric AML is entirely different genetically than adult AML
 Knowing that pediatric myeloid and older adult myeloid neoplasms are totally 

different diseases that happen to have the same name is confusing
 The primary reason molecular pathology now plays a huge role in distinguishing 

differences in myeloid neoplasms – not just pediatric versus adult but differentiating 
the numerous subtypes and requiring different diagnostic/treatment approaches

Pediatric versus Adult Myeloid Neoplasms
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Inaugural WHO Classification of Pediatric Tumors
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Inaugural WHO Classification of Pediatric Tumors
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Adult Myeloid and Lymphoid Neoplasms
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2022 Cancer Facts & Figures – American Cancer Society
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Pediatric Myeloid and Lymphoid Neoplasms

9

Source:  CDC NPCR United States Cancer Statistics

Lymphoma

Frequency of pediatric cancers in patients younger than 19 years. The figure shows the prevalence of the main 
pediatric cancer types among patients younger than 19 years of age, calculated from Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC) data (United States Cancer Statistics Data, https://wonder.cdc.gov/ cancer.html) and 
based on incidence in United States for the years 1999-2016.

Leukemia

Blood, Bone Marrow, Circulatory System - Anatomy

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/285666.php https://HematologyOutlines.com
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Blood, Bone Marrow, Circulatory System - Anatomy

 Cell differentiation

 Regulation of proliferation

 Regulation of differentiation

 Turn on/Turn off
 Growth factors

 Genes (including mutations)

 Proteins

 Dysregulation disrupts normal development 

 Oncogenesis – becoming malignant

 Shows up in genetic mutations of all sorts
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Blood, Bone Marrow, Circulatory System - Anatomy

Blood Lines – Donald Metcalf, Alpha from MED Press, 2005
Figure 3.2 The eight major hematopoietic lineages generated by self-renewing multipotential stem cells 

Lymphoid

Myeloid

• Cellular differentiation is the process by which an 
immature cell becomes a more mature cell

• Differentiation changes a cell's size, shape, membrane 
potential, metabolic activity, and responsiveness to 
signals or signal pathways

• Regulatory function of cells (regulates cell line 
proliferation and cell line differentiation) so you have 
right mix of different types of hematopoietic cells being 
produced by the bone marrow…and circulating in the 
blood and/or lymph.

• Over/Under Production by bone marrow of one cell line

• Too many/too few cells leads to chronic/acute disease
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Why are cell line, proliferation, differentiation and function important?

• All cells contain the full complement of biomolecules that are necessary for survival, proliferation, 
differentiation, cell death, and expression of many cell type–specific functions. These functions are 
controlled in normal cells and one or more of the functions operate out of control in cancer cells.

• Regulatory function of cells (proliferation and differentiation) ensure you have right mix/balance of 
hematopoietic cells produced by the bone marrow…and circulating in the blood and/or lymph.

• Failure to regulate the functions properly (dysregulation) results in an altered phenotype and cancer.

• Cell Lines show which major group of disease the malignancy occurs – lymphoid/myeloid

• Proliferation is the process when the body/bone marrow makes too many of a specific type of cells

• Differentiation is the process of an immature cell becoming a mature cell with a specific function.  

• Mutations can occur during proliferation & differentiation – pathways to neoplastic development
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Blood, Bone Marrow, Circulatory System - Anatomy
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Milestones - Classification of Hematopoietic Neoplasms

 1951, William Dameshek described the concept of 'myeloproliferative disorders' by grouping 
together chronic myelogenous leukemia, polycythemia vera, essential thrombocythemia, primary 
myelofibrosis and erythroleukemia

 1960, Nowell and Hungerford discovered the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome in CML. 

 1967, Fialkow and colleagues used X-linked polymorphisms to establish CML as a clonal stem cell 
disease.

 1967, the PV Study Group was summoned by Louis Wasserman to study the natural history of 
Polycythemia Vera and conduct large-scale clinical trials. 

 1972, Janet Rowley deciphered the Ph chromosome as a reciprocal translocation between 
chromosomes 9 and 22, thus paving the way for its subsequent characterization as an oncogenic 
BCR–ABL mutation. 

 1996, Brian Druker discovered imatinib (Gleevec) —a small molecule ABL inhibitor with 
exceptional therapeutic activity in CML. 

 2005, a gain-of-function JAK2 mutation (JAK2V617F) was described in BCR–ABL-negative MPDs, 
raising the prospect of a CML-like treatment strategy in PV, ET and PMF. 

15

 1951 – Dameshek – clinical phenotype

 1960 – Philadelphia (Ph1) chromosome

 1966 – Rappaport Classification 

 1974 – Kiel Classification System 

 1974 – Lukes and Collins System

 1976 – Revised Rappaport Classification

 1976 – French/American/British (FAB) 
Classification

 1982 – Working Formulation

 1994 –Revised European-American 
Classification of Lymphoid Neoplasms

 2001 – WHO Classification of Tumors 
of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid 
Tissues, 3rd edition, 2001 

 2008 – WHO Classification of Tumors 
of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid 
Tissues, 4th edition, October 2008

 2016 – Revision to 4th edition, 2017

 2022 – WHO Classification of 
Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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Milestones - Classification of Hematopoietic Neoplasms
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“Overlap Myeloid Syndromes” – Number of Primaries
17

MDSMPN MPN/MDS

“Overlap Myeloid Syndromes” – Number of Primaries
18
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Chronic versus Acute
19

MPN, MDS, Chronic Leukemia, Myeloma –ARE CHRONIC CONDITIONS
THEY CAN ONLY BE CURED WITH Marrow/Stem CELL TRANSPLANT

They may have ‘clinical remission’ but not ‘total remission/cure’
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Molecular Genetics and Tumor Markers for Myeloid Neoplasms

Prevalence of somatic mutations in adult versus paediatric AML. Adapted from Bolouri et al., 2018.
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Molecular Genetics and Tumor Markers for Myeloid Neoplasms
21
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed

Leukemia (2022) 36:1703–1719; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41375-022-01613-1
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed

➢ CMML diagnostic criteria undergo major 
revisions, including lowering the cutoff for 
absolute monocytosis, adopting MD-CMML and 
MPCMML subtypes, and eliminating CMML-0.

➢ Atypical chronic myeloid leukaemia renamed 
MDS/MPN with neutrophilia.

➢ MDS/MPN with ring sideroblasts and 
thrombocytosis redefined based on SF3B1 
mutation and renamed MDS/MPN with SF3B1 
mutation and thrombocytosis.
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed

Acute myeloid leukemia: 2019 update on risk-stratification and management - DOI: 10.1002/ajh.25214
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed

Acute myeloid leukemia: 2019 update on risk-stratification and management - DOI: 10.1002/ajh.25214
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WHO Classification of Hematolymphoid Tumors, 5th ed
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Demonstration Hematopoietic Manual and Hematopoietic Data Base
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The 2022 Hematopoietic Manual and Hematopoietic Data Base
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https://seer.cancer.gov/seertools/hemelymph/
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Diagnostic Confirmation for Myeloid Neoplasms

NEVER ASSIGN DX CONFIRMATION = 9 FOR MYELOID NEOPLASMS – IT IS 1 or 3 - PERIOD

Diagnostic Confirmation for Lymphoid Neoplasms
34

• Note 1: Other than microscopic confirmation (1-4) taking priority over clinical diagnosis only (5-8), 
there is no priority order or hierarchy for coding the Diagnostic Confirmation for hematopoietic or 
lymphoid neoplasms. Most commonly the bone marrow provides several provisional diagnoses and 
the specific histologic type is determined through immunophenotyping or genetic testing.

• Note 2: Use code 1 when ONLY the tissue, bone marrow, or blood was used to diagnose the specific 
histology. Do not use code 1 if the provisional diagnosis was based on tissue, bone marrow, or blood 
and the immunophenotyping or genetic testing on that same tissue, bone marrow, or blood identified 
the specific disease (see Code 3).

• Note 3: If a neoplasm is originally confirmed by histology (code 1), and later has immunophenotyping, 
genetic testing or JAK2 which confirms a more specific neoplasm and there is no evidence of 
transformation, change the histology code to the more specific neoplasm and change the diagnostic 
confirmation to code 3.

• Do not use diagnostic confirmation code 3 for cases diagnosed prior to 1/1/2010.

NEVER ASSIGN DX CONFIRMATION = 9 FOR MYELOID NEOPLASMS – IT IS 1 or 3 - PERIOD
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Diagnostic Confirmation for Myeloid Neoplasms
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Diagnostic Confirmation for Myeloid Neoplasms
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Diagnostic Confirmation for Myeloid Neoplasms
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Diagnostic Confirmation for Myeloid Neoplasms

DX CONFIRMATION = 5 CAN ONLY BE USED IN PLASMA CELL MYELOMA (9732/3)
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“Transformations”

“Transformations”

 Patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs), including polycythemia vera, 
essential thrombocythemia, and primary myelofibrosis, have a propensity to 
develop acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs).

 Blastic Transformation represents a transformation of disease from an indolent or 
chronic condition to an acute and immediately life threatening disease.  

 Many patients now diagnosed and treated at early phase of disease
 FCDS captures these cases from hematology/oncology claims records
 FCDS usually does not capture these cases from epath because most do not get 

biopsy, many are diagnosed from other non-bone marrow or tissue biopsy testing
 Patients used to just be followed for MPN/MDS – today many are treated early
 We seldom see intermediate/accelerated phase – usually chronic or acute phase
 Acute Phase is immediately life-threatening

A Myeloid disease process will not transform to lymphoid or vice versa
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Transformation or Progression

When a Myeloid Disease (MPN, MDS, Chronic Myeloid Leukemia) Transforms 
to Acute Myeloid Leukemia – See Heme DB for Transformations

Acute Leukemia
The phase of leukemia in which 20% or more of the cells in the blood or bone 

marrow are blast cells.  Lymphoblasts or Leukemic Blasts. 

Lymphoma does not have Transformation

Some lymphoma progresses to Stage IV lymphoma that involves bone marrow

Other lymphomas begin in bone marrow as lymphoid leukemia

Leukemia/Lymphoma is always Distant Stage/Systemic Disease

Chronic Leukemia is always Distant Stage/Systemic Disease

Acute Leukemia is always Distant Stage/Systemic Disease

Plasma Cell Myeloma is always Distant Stage/Systemic Disease

42

Use the Hematopoietic DB
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ALL Myeloid Neoplasms are Systemic Disease
ALL Bone Marrow Primaries are Systemic

You Cannot Assign AJCC TNM Stage
But, you DO assign Distant Stage
Stage is NEVER Unknown or NA

Exception
There is a localized myeloid neoplasm called a Myeloid 

Sarcoma – check if patient has AML

43

 CBC - Histology

 Peripheral Blood Smear - Histology

 Bone Marrow Biopsy - Histology

 Lumbar Puncture - Histology

 Flow Cytometry – Immuno/Genetic

 Immunophenotype – Immuno/Genetic

 Cytogenetic Analysis – Immuno/Genetic

 Imaging – Exceedingly Rare Dx Confirmation

 RT-PCR – Immuno/Genetic

 FISH – Immuno/Genetic

 DNA Microarray – Immuno/Genetic

Workup and Staging Myeloid Neoplasms

New Developments in Tumor Classification & Biomarker Testing

44

 Histology – Microscopy examines the microanatomy of cells, tissues, and organs as seen through a microscope – physical 
characteristics. It examines the correlation between structure and function. 

 Biologic Tumor Marker – Immunoassay can be used to identify anything present in or produced by cancer cells or 
other cells from blood, urine and body fluids.  Tumor Markers provide information about a cancer, aggressiveness, what 
kind of treatment it may respond to, or whether it is responding to treatment. Tumor markers can be proteins, conjugated 
proteins, peptides and carbohydrates.  

 Immunohistochemistry – a microscopy-based technique that allows selective identification and localization of antigens 
in cells.  IHC selectively identifies antigens (proteins) in cells from tissue by exploiting the principle of antibodies binding
specifically to antigens in biological tissues.  IHC uses light or fluorescent microscopy to analyze results.  IHC is less 
expensive than flow cytometry.

 Flow Cytometry – a laser-based technique that detects and measures the physical and chemical characteristics of a cell 
population. Flow cytometry can be used to count and sort cells (identify proliferation of cells and type), determine cell 
characteristics, identify biomarkers and to diagnose/classify certain cancers.  It is more precise metric for antigens than 
histology or IHC testing.

 Cluster of Differentiation (CD) Molecules – cell surface molecules used to classify white blood cells that are 
especially important for diagnosis of lymphomas and leukemias. CD marker antibodies have been widely used for cell 
sorting, phenotyping, and blood cancer diagnosis and for treatment. 

 Immunophenotype – uses the CD system to define markers associated with specific cells or conditions
 Proteomics – provide valuable information on the identity, expression levels, and modification of proteins. For example, 

cancer proteomics unraveled key information in mechanistic studies on tumor growth and metastasis, which has 
contributed to the identification of clinically applicable biomarkers as well as therapeutic targets. Proteomics-based 
technologies have enabled the identification of potential biomarkers and protein expression patterns that can be used to 
assess tumor prognosis, prediction, tumor classification, and to identify potential responders for specific therapies

 Cytogenetics - involves testing samples of tissue, blood, or bone marrow in a laboratory to look for changes in 
chromosomes, including broken, missing, rearranged, or extra chromosomes. Changes in certain chromosomes may be a 
sign of a genetic disease or condition or some types of cancer.  FISH is common cytogenetics test.

 DNA Microarray – used to study the extent to which certain genes are turned on or off in cells and tissues. It is used to 
identify the changes in gene sequences that are most often associated with a particular disease.

 Next Generation Sequencing – a large-scale DNA and RNA sequencing technology to determine the order of 
nucleotides in entire genomes or targeted regions of DNA or RNA in cells and tissues.
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 NCCN Treatment Guidelines:
 Myeloproliferative Neoplasms

 Myelodysplastic Syndromes

 Chronic Myeloid Leukemia

 Histiocytic Neoplasms, NOS

 Mastocytosis

 Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Treatment Guidelines for Myeloid Neoplasms

 NCCN Guidelines Include:
 Detailed Description of Diseases
 Descriptions of Genetic Mutations
 Evaluation of Disease at Diagnosis
 Risk Stratification by Genetics

 Criteria for Low Risk
 Criteria for Intermediate Risk
 Criteria for High Risk

 Non-Genetic Risk Stratification Factors
 Treatment Strategies by Risk Group

 Induction Therapy
 Post-Induction Therapy
 Consolidation Therapy
 Post-Remission Maintenance Therapy
 BMT/SCT Transplant Criteria
 Monitoring Post-Treatment
 Relapsed/Refractory Disease

 Response Criteria
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Blood & Marrow Stem Cell Transplant Procedures

https://www.magentatx.com/revolutionizing-medicine/programs/
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Documentation Needed for Myeloid Neoplasms
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Use the Hematopoietic DB

47
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https://seer.cancer.gov/seertools/hemelymph/
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2022 FCDS Audit of Lymphoid and Myeloid Neoplasms

50

2023 Myeloid Neoplasms Webcast – 1/19/2023 – Post-Audit

Post Introduction – Post Audit – Audit Findings – More on 5th Edition – Updates to Heme DB
More Detailed Information and More Time – 2 hours – for each topic.
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 A Summary of the Inaugural WHO Classification of Pediatric Tumors: Transitioning from the Optical into the Molecular Era; 
AACR: Cancer Discover, February 2022

 WHO Classification of Tumours – Online – Haematolymphoid -5th ed. 
https://whobluebooks.iarc.fr/structures/haematolymphoid/

 The 5th edition of the World Health Organization Classification of Haematolymphoid Tumours: Myeloid and 
Histiocytic/Dendritic Neoplasms; Leukemia (2022) 36:1703–1719; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41375-022-01613-1

 SEER Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Database – https://seer.cancer.gov/seertools/hemelymph/
 Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Coding Manual (Effective 1/1/2010); Release date: August 2021
 Analysis of genetic variants in myeloproliferative neoplasms using a 22-gene next-generation sequencing panel; Tan et al. BMC 

Medical Genomics (2022) 15:10 https://doi.org/10.1186/s12920-021-01145-0
 Genomic and clinical findings in myeloid neoplasms with PDGFRB rearrangement; Annals of Hematology (2022) 101:297-307, 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s00277-021-04712-8
 The Classification of Myeloproliferative Neoplasms: Rationale, Historical Background and Future Perspectives with Focus on 

Unclassifiable Cases; Cancers 2021, 13, 5666. https://doi.org/10.3390/cancers13225666
 Classification of acute myeloid leukemia; p-ISSN 2287-979X / e-ISSN 2288-0011, Blood Res 2020;55:S1-S4.

https://doi.org/10.5045/br.2020.S001
 Acute myeloid leukemia: 2019 update on risk-stratification and management; Am J Hematol. 2018;93:1267–1291. DOI: 

10.1002/ajh.25214
 The 2016 revision to the World Health Organization classification of myeloid neoplasms and acute leukemia; Blood First 

Edition paper, April 11, 2016; DOI 10.1182/blood-2016-03-643544.
 NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) – AML, CML, MDS, MPN, Mastocytosis, Histiocytic 

Neoplasms – http://nccn/org
 NCI Physician Data Query – AML, CML, MPN, MDS, MDS/MPN – http://cancer.gov
 American Cancer Society – About Cancer – AML, CML, CMML, MDS – http://cancer.org
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